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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to investigate the impact of CKM on innovation capability of the private banks of Pakistan under the moderating role of organizational structure.

Design/Methodology/Approach: The data have been collected via questionnaires distributed among the 400 employees (Officer Grade) of private banks in the Southern Punjab, Pakistan. The Feedback was received by the 301 employees. Hypotheses were tested using "Multiple Regression Analysis".

Findings: The results of the study indicate that Customer Knowledge Management (knowledge from customer, knowledge about customer and knowledge for customer) has positive impact on the innovation capability (innovation speed and innovation quality) with the moderating role of the organizational structure.

Research limitations/implications: The basic precautions are kept in consideration to make the research free from those errors which may cause interruption in data analysis and interpretation. But in spite of all the carefulness, there were some limitations which caused hurdles in the smooth working of the research. The main of the limitation was the targeted population in collection of the data were restricted to the private banks of Southern Punjab, as it was very complex to capture the data from the whole province or the country within the available resources. Moreover, respondents of the understudy organizations were reluctant and hesitant in providing appropriate information regarding banks because of organizational privacy policies. Lastly, the study was restricted to only few variables like CKM, Organizational structure, Innovation capability and Business performance as more variables like organizational learning can also be added as moderating variable in the study.

Practical implications: The consequences of this research will be helpful for the business organizations to attain their target goals by adding customers' knowledge and ideas into their policies and practices. This will provide applicable guidelines to the banks to implement CKM principles into their system to be more innovative and creative. This research will also prove beneficial for the banks because it provides logical reason of giving value to the stakeholders of the firm like customers and employees.

Originality/Value: CKM is a new concept which is introduced in the research as competitive advantage for the banks in the Pakistan. As if the banks take customer’s feedback into consideration, it will lead towards less wastage of resources and improved business performance.
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Introduction

Comparing with the Developed Countries, implementation of the principles of CKM in the banking sector of Pakistan is new. CKM influences the innovation capability of the banking sector. CKM utilizes the information and knowledge obtained from customers to bring creativity in the organization and to meet customer requirements. The purpose of implementation of CKM is to influence organizational performance positively. In the previous studies customers knowledge was ignored and if discussed, then the combination of these variables like CKM, organizational structure and innovation capability was not taken into consideration. Managing customer knowledge becomes feasible and effective if structure and system of the organization provides support for its implementation.

CKM is emerging as a significant and impacting area in the business sector. CKM is an approach which comes into existence when principles of knowledge management and customer relationship management (CRM) are merged together. The organizational approach enhances the role of customers to maximize the value of the firm as co-producers and co-creators. In this modern era, customers are becoming more conscious, alert and innovative and can share their experiences and ideas with other customers easily [1]. CKM is the advanced phase of Knowledge Management which states that customer should be taken as partner of the organization [2]. Modern organizations now realize that customers are the key stakeholder for it and their satisfaction should be the primary focus of the organization. CKM is considered as strategic tool for enterprises to achieve performance goals and to enhance innovation [3]. CKM includes three elements i.e., knowledge for customers, knowledge about customers and knowledge from customers. According to Wu et al. [4], CKM adds value to the businesses and helps them achieve defined goals and gain competitive advantage over competitors, and eventually grasp vast market share.
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More significantly the skill to generate knowledge and to have lessons from it can prove to be a competitive advantage because the generation of innovative knowledge and creative information today will emerge as the core knowledge in future [5]. Majority of the recent researches in this area has focused on highlighting the benefits associated with CKM. Similarly, one important aspect is that CKM increases sharing of ideas and experiences among customers as well as between firms and customers. This sharing promotes creative ideas and innovation. In this competitive world to compete and to effectively perform, organizations need to adapt innovation and sharing system in the organization [6]. Continuous innovation and knowledge management provide organizations the required edge to gain competitive advantage [7]. Thus, modern firms have taken initiation to execute principles of CKM to have participation of customers in the firms’ processes and engagement of customers in organizations policies to utilize their unique ideas and knowledge. Recently, CKM has been considered as a key source for business performance and innovation capability [8-10].

The manner in which work procedures are carried out among organizational members and responsibility and power are allocated is called organizational structure [11]. Purpose of introducing organizational structure as a moderating variable is to critically analyze its impact on the relationship of CKM and innovation capability (innovation speed and quality) and suggest if the variable strengthens or weakens this relationship.

Banking sector of Pakistan has been chosen for this research study because in the growth of country’s economy Banking sector of Pakistan is playing leading role. It has witnessed tremendous growth despite facing unfavorable market conditions. Private Banks have been selected as the sample for this study as according to the recent report published by SBP, private banks of this sector holds almost 80 percent of the banking assets.

This research takes examples from the banking sector of Pakistan to elaborate those principles of CKM which assist them to reap more fruits from external resources and to promote their innovation capability and flourish firm performance. The role of organizational structure is discussed as a moderating variable. In spite of highlighting the significance of CKM, in the previous studies the basic cause and effect relationships among CKM, innovation capability have not been thoroughly studied, especially in the Pakistani context. This ongoing study covers this gap by exploring the effect of CKM on innovation capability and the moderating impact of Organizational Structure on this relationship.

Literature Review

Customer knowledge management

CKM is a new approach adopted by the firms in which all the details, information, experiences, knowledge and ideas are gathered from the customer and all these items are utilized by the firms for the proceedings of the organization [1]. Knowledge management is a proceeding that converts individual knowledge to organizational knowledge. According to Smith and McKeen [12] the effective and beneficial dialogue with customers is core ability of the firm and few organizations can manage and utilize this information to add value for the customer and to improve firm performance. There were also mentioned three dimensions of knowledge management (knowledge from customer, knowledge about customer and knowledge for customer).

CKM is actually integration of customer relationship management and knowledge management. Customer relationship management focuses on maintaining good relationship with current and expected customers of the firm and knowledge management focuses on using knowledge as competitive advantage over its competitors. CKM is the combination of both terms [9], CKM is about integration of knowledge management concepts and technology to help firms to serve and learn from customers. Scholars identified that there are three dimensions of CKM which are knowledge from customer, knowledge about customer and knowledge for customer. Knowledge from customer is collected from customers about products and services and competitors to analyze market trends [13]. Knowledge about customers is knowledge which is acquired to understand customer’s background, his motivation, needs and demands. Knowledge for customer consists of all information which company provides to its customers for better decision making and all about products and services provided by the firms to accomplish their needs [14]. CKM provides customers a new platform to share their experiences and for rectification of their problems.

According to Rasula et al. [15] CKM is an approach in which knowledge is collected from the customers, this knowledge is refined and managed and then it is used for the benefit of the organization. CKM positively influences performance of the organization. Investigators explained that as much knowledge is shared between the stakeholders it will more affect the efficiency of the organization.

CKM is an ongoing process of collection, diffusion and implementation of customer knowledge and information in the organization. CKM decreases the acceptance issues of products and services by making customer a regular and proper stakeholder of the firm. Knowledge obtained through direct interaction with customers can help company in achieving sustainable competitive advantage. CKM can act as critical success factor for the firm [16].

Innovation capability

Innovation capabilities are the abilities of the firm to purposefully generate, expand or utilize its resources according to the changing needs of customers and market trends to attain sustainable competitive advantage [17]. Innovation capabilities are the abilities of the firm to detect opportunities and threat, utilize opportunities enhance tangible and intangible assets [18]. Innovation capabilities have two dimensions innovation speed and innovation quality [19]. Innovation speed is the total time consumed by new product or service from development to full and final commercialization. Innovation quality displays standardization of new products and services and adoption of systemic procedures for their production [20].

Innovation is a process of generating new ideas to change, to differentiate and to improve the performance of the firm. According to this study innovation is real execution of practical new ideas that embraces the motive of better organizational performance. Beside this creation of new ideas and information reduces the perceived risk for the organization [21] found that organization capacity to respond through adaptation of assets to the rapid changing demands of customers or changing market trends is called Innovation capability. This is important for every industry to increase its market growth. The implementation of new policies and ideas to capture value is called innovation. Because of enhanced competition and globalization innovation has become the basic necessity of the organizations. To exploit new opportunities and to attain sustainable competitive advantage innovation has to be implemented in the whole system.
Organizational innovation is adoption of new methods and procedures to conduct all the proceedings [22].

Three elements of innovation capability were mentioned which were innovation potential, innovation processes and results of innovation. Innovation potential describes factors which show present state of innovation. Innovation processes are practices which help organization to use this potential in efficient way. Results of innovation are creativity in products, services or processes. It was concluded that these three elements have positive influence on organizational performance. Those organizations which utilize all aspects of innovation capability can enjoy successful results. The impact of innovation capability should be disclosed in all perspective of organizational performance [23]. A firm must merge innovation capabilities with its organizational policies to develop and commercialize new products and services to strengthen its competitive advantage.

Organizational structure

Organizational structure is actually a format and pattern which helps organization in the achievement of the targets [24]. Organizational structure defines policies and practices like task assignment, resource allocation, supervision and coordination which lead organization towards goal attainment [25]. There are two basic types of organizational structure mechanism organizational structure and organic organizational structure [26]. Mechanistic organizational structure focuses on standardization and centralization while organic organizational structure emphasizes on mutual adjustment and decentralization. Mechanistic organizational structure promotes written communication while organic organizational structure focuses on verbal communication [27]. Organizational structure is actually chosen on the basis of the type of the business but it is mostly observed that those organization which believe in employees capabilities, value their feedback, make them part of decision making process enjoys more advantages than those organizations which focus on centralization [28].

Research Model and Hypotheses

Keeping in the mind the above discussions, the conceptual model for this study emerges as mentioned here in Figure 1. CKM consisting of sub dimensions (knowledge for customer, knowledge about customer and knowledge from customer) is independent variable. Innovation capability covering innovation quality and innovation speed is dependent variable. Organizational structure is taken as moderating variable in the model.

Customer knowledge management and innovation capability

CKM is considered as the origin of innovation for the firm. Organizations which want to be innovative and interested in generating and implementing new valuable ideas should focus on having feedback from the customers [29]. Belkahla and Triki [29] found CKM system helps firms to attain that capacity and capabilities which promote innovation in the organization. The scholars explained that firm should build organizational capacity in which employees work more on customer knowledge for the sake of innovation enhancement. Employees should try to extract more customer knowledge from any source. Organizations should work actively rather than passively for the customer involvement in the proceedings of the firm. The investigators said customer knowledge as the intellectual asset for the innovative performance of the organization.

Innovation diffusion is now basic necessity of any business and when a customer share novel and unique ideas and experiences it will enhance innovation capability. It was identified that knowledge management policies and practices which aim to fulfill customers need, create value to the organization will promote innovation capability of the firm. It will help organization in the delivery of new products and services in the market as well as interaction between all stakeholders will be increased. The findings showed that to achieve sustainable innovation in the organization, firm should have access to customer knowledge which relates to end users’ needs. The scholars highlighted that importance of innovations lies in the reality that innovation is not scientific obligation but now it is the immense need of the society [30].

CKM is a strategic tool for the organizations to improve innovation [3]. CKM is helpful for the organizations to detect new market opportunities and it manages long customer relationship. Collaboration with customers is the key input that impacts the innovativeness of the organization. The scholars said that firm which has adequate CKM policies and practices will detect new market opportunities and grasp large market share than its competitors. Besides generating CKM system firm has to create an infrastructure that continuously support and refine it. Organizations which have more skills and capabilities to attain and manage customer knowledge have more chances to be innovative [31].

CKM is actually to manage customer knowledge, information and ideas. If this knowledge and ideas cannot be handled in efficient and effective way it will not be competitive advantage for the company. CKM takes new ideas and listen to customers problems which bring diversity of information to the company [30]. When new ideas are appreciated it will promote creativity and innovation capability of the organization. These new ideas and information will be used in the development of new products and services. So CKM will contribute in the promotion of creativity for the organization.

This leads to the first hypothesis as:

H1: CKM enhances the innovation capability of the firm.

Organizational structure and innovation capability

Organizational structure plays a crucial dual role in the innovation. Firstly, it acts as an initiator for the development of innovation capabilities. Secondly as a moderator it measures the performance returns earned from execution of innovation capabilities. The findings of this study indicated that instead if incremental product innovation capability, radical product innovation capability increases when structure becomes more informal. When a firm wishes to reap the results from innovation capabilities and achieve more positive outcomes, it should adopt informal structure [32].

Innovation is always combination of new ideas, capabilities and information. If an organization wants to be innovative it must efficiently utilize its resources and new technology. Innovation promotes learning of the whole organization and it becomes possible only if organizational structure favors innovation and creativity. Every organization follows both types of structure; organic and mechanistic. No organization can purely follow only one structure [33]. Organizational departments are the combination of organic and mechanistic structure. Innovation triggers organization to adapt change and choose flexible structure which follows innovation and modern systems. Organizational structure shifts from one to another according to the requirements of innovation and changing needs of market. The researchers concluded that organizational structure has deep impact on the innovation capability of the firm and it adjusts according to the need of the firm. Organization should manage its internal resources and policies
in a way to promote innovation capability. By following this type of system organizational structure supports organization to be creative and innovative and attain sustainable competitive advantage. It was concluded that all three dimensions specialization decentralization and formalization have significant positive relation with the innovation. Organization must change and set its organizational structure to implement creativity to satisfy customer needs and demands. As innovation improves performance of the organization it should be considered very carefully and should be synchronized with organizational structure [34].

All types of businesses suffer from intense competition in the market and industry. They have to differentiate themselves from the competitors by adopting innovation as the basic competitive tool. The development of logistic service innovation capability is the source of improvement in the firm performance. There should be organizational structure which enhances the innovation capability of the firm. Selection and management of organizational structure and its policies is totally under the control of organization. Organizational structure is of two types centralized and decentralized. It is up to the organization whether it adopts or shifts towards the organizational structure which best suits to increase its innovation capability [35].

Organizational structure did not directly impact innovation but their relationship is mediated by organizational learning and knowledge management. Innovation can flourish in the organizational structure which is pleasant and feasible for organizational learning and which focuses on knowledge management. Management of the organization should align organizational structure and culture with organizational learning and knowledge management to excel in innovation [36]. While Chen et al. [37] it is concluded that organizational structure and climate has direct and deep link with the knowledge management and innovativeness of the organization. Decentralized and less formalized organizational structure promotes diversity and enhances openness by supporting creative behavior which is necessary for internal creativity of the organization. This type of structure has positive impact on knowledge creation which leads towards more innovative environment in the firm. Enterprises should cultivate organizational structure which promotes innovativeness and knowledge sharing in the organization.

Organizational structure determines power, roles, responsibilities and controls information flows between different managerial levels. If organizational structure is decentralized than it will welcome new ideas and information to be entered in the organization. If organization is structured in a way to share information and knowledge among all the employees it will promote the atmosphere of creativity in the organization Muhammad Siddique. Decentralized and specialized organizational structure positively impact innovation capability of the organization. If organizational structure encourages employees to give their opinion and share their unique ideas it will bring newness in the system.

This evolves our second hypothesis as mentioned in Figure 1.

H2: Organizational structure has moderating role in between CKM and innovation capability of the firm.

Research Methodology

The study carried out for this research has been depended on empirical analysis relying on the beliefs that a transparent position will be taken to observe the linkages between CKM and innovation capability in the light of organizational structure. For this causal study data have been gathered through questionnaire and statistical tools were utilized to obtain and analyse the data.

Sample

By keeping the above discussion in consideration, workers employed at posts (OG1, OG2, OG3) in the banking sector of Pakistan represent the population of the research. Banks of Southern Punjab were chosen as sample due to their affordability and accessibility within the available resources of the researcher and are supposed to transparently display the banking sector (HBL, MCB, Khushhali Bank, FINCA bank, NRSP Bank, Bank ALFALAH) because these cover the vast area of Southern Punjab.

Sampling Technique

Simple random sampling technique was adopted because accurate strength of the population might not be estimated as it is very inconvenient and difficult to gather information from the banks related to the number of employees because the organizations do not want to expose information related to number of employees because of prevailing business trend in Pakistan. That is why, for estimating the sample size, instructions put forward by Chou and Bentler [38] were utilized. The investigators emphasize that sample size should be more than 300 respondents to obtain questionable statistics. The
more the number of subjects in the data collection, more will be the generalizability and reliability of the results of the research.

**Questionnaire/Instrumentation**

An attempt was made to shape such self-explanatory instrument which includes all requisite guidelines. In the first paragraph intention of this instrument was clearly described to the respondent and they were assured that their credentials will be kept confidential. Instrument was designed on the basis of ordinal and nominal scales. Nominal scale was adopted to gain personal information about respondent. The second portion of the instrument is consisted of the construct of the research. In the instrumentation ordinal scale has been adopted as it displays variety of shades in adoption, options are mentioned in specific order and application of principles are well categorized but indication of origin were not appropriate because measurement has been relied on emotions and not on some valid instrumentation. It covers 25 questions based on ordinal scale according to five points Likert type scale. 1 depicts strongly disagree, 2 stands for disagree, 3 nominates neutral, 4 mentions agree and 5 for strongly agree. Before divulging second portion which contains construct of the study, instructions describing the scale was mentioned. It was clearly mentioned in the instructions that responses should be on the basis of actual working in the banks and not on individuals’ personal beliefs. Instrument has been attached as Annex A.

**Measurement of customer knowledge management**

Data related to three dimensions of CKM is captured as Questions 1-4 form part of the construct of knowledge from customers and its purpose is to gather information about competitors, market and products to have grip on external environment. Questions 5-11 form part of the construct of knowledge about customer. The purpose of this construct is to obtain information about customer wants, background and transaction histories which help organization to understand customers’ demands. Question 12-15 form part of the construct of knowledge for customers [39,13,14]. The intention of this construct is to mention knowledge that every organization provides to its customers to satisfy their needs. This sort of knowledge shows how customers perceive service quality of the banks.

**Measurement of organizational structure**

Data related to organizational structure is gathered as Question 16-20 form part of organizational structure construct [40]. The purpose of this construct is to identify what kind of structure each bank adopted and how the atmosphere of the organization affects innovation.

**Measurement of innovation capability**

Data related to innovation capability dimensions (innovation speed, innovation quality) is gathered as Question 21-25 form part of innovation speed construct [41]. The purpose of these questions is to investigate how much banks is efficient and active in generating new products and services. Lahiri Innovation quality of the banks is measured through question 26-30. The purpose of this construct is to measure the quality and performance of the banks in generating and launching new services.

**Analysis and Results**

**Reliability**

Cronbach’s alpha is a value which is utilized to access the reliability of the scale adopted in the study. This value is normally affected by number of the respondents and as well as number of questions in the instrument. The scales having Cronbach’s alpha value above than 0.7 is considered better and acceptable. Cronbach’s alpha value for all the variables; knowledge from customer, knowledge for customer, knowledge about customer (I.V), Organizational structure (Moderator) and Innovation speed, innovation quality (D.V) is above 0.7 which depicts that all scales are reliable (Table 1).

**Sample adequacy**

The KMO and Bartlett’s test is adopted to examine the adequacy of the sample chosen for the study. The KMO values which are between 0.5 and 0.7 are considered average, if these measures lie between 0.7 and 0.8 are taken fairly good and if lie between 0.8 and 0.9 are considered excellent. The significance level of Bartlett’s test should be less than 0.05. In the findings of this study KMO value is .936 which is excellent and significance level is .000 which is very good (Table 2). So this finding proves that for further factor analysis sample is statistically significant.

**Linearity test**

**Customer knowledge management to innovation capability:** The independent value CKM has been examined with the dependent variable innovation capability. In the linearity test the value of deviation is taken significant if it is more than 0.05. Among innovation capability and CKM the significance level is .056 which is greater than 0.05; therefore linearity existed between innovation capability and CKM (Table 3).

**Organizational structure to innovation capability:** At the next stage linearity test is conducted between moderating variable and all the dependent variables. Now linearity test is taken between organizational structure and innovation capability. Variance from the linearity must be above 0.05 which displays the level of significance. Between innovation capability and organizational structure, significance level is .542 which is more than 0.05; so linearity exists between organizational structure and innovation capability (Table 4).

**Multiple regression analysis:** In this part of model 1, effect of CKM on innovation capability is measured. This model shows direct relationship between independent variable CKM to innovation capability (Figure 2). The findings for regression analysis displayed the significance between variables at 0.000 level. Below are the values for regression analysis and relationship path.

The value of R square is .510 which shows 51% variation in innovation capability is due to CKM.

F test is utilized to examine the fitness of the model. The value of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge from Customer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge for Customer</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge about Customer</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Reliability statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin</th>
<th>Measure of Sampling Adequacy</th>
<th>Bartlett's Test of Sphericity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approx. Chi-Square</td>
<td>1801.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Df</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: KMO and Bartlett's test.
F test is highly significant (at significance level .000) in this research which proves that model is good fit for the data.

The impact of every independent value (IV) on the dependent variable (DV) in the standard deviation is determined by beta value. β Value is .714 which shows that 1% change in CKM brings 71.4% change in innovation capability (Table 5).

**Effect of customer knowledge management on innovation capability with the moderation of organizational structure**

In the present model effect of all dimensions of CKM (Knowledge from customer, knowledge about customer and knowledge for customer) is examined on innovation capability (innovation quality and innovation speed) while taking into account the moderating role of organizational structure.

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1X_1 + \beta_2X_2 + \beta_3X_3 + \epsilon \]

Where Y represents (Innovation speed and innovation quality) X1 represents the standardized scores of CKM (Knowledge from customer, Knowledge about customer & knowledge for customer), β1 is regression coefficient of all CKM dimensions, X2 means standardized values of organizational structure and coefficient of organizational structure is β2 , where X3 stands for interaction term (X3=X1 × X2) of the standardized values of organizational structure and CKM (Knowledge from customer, Knowledge about customer & knowledge for customer). B3 is regression coefficient of interaction term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>∆R²</th>
<th>∆F</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer Knowledge Management</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>311.718</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>73.785</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.884</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Criterion: Innovation capability.

According to Table 6 in this scenario effect of CKM on innovation capability with the moderating role of organizational structure is statistically significant because β1>0. In this case, organizational structure is found as enhancer of the relationship between CKM and innovation capability as (β2>0, β3>0) (Table 7).

**Regression equation**

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1X_1 + \beta_2X_2 + \beta_3X_3 + \epsilon \]

\[ Y = \beta_0 + 0.714X_1 + 0.466X_2 + 0.478X_3 \]

**Conclusion**

This research interrogated how CKM (Knowledge from customer, knowledge about customer and knowledge for customer) affect innovation capability (innovation speed and innovation Quality) of the banking sector in Pakistan.
banks by taking organizational structure as a moderator. Besides this, these studies also examined that if there exists relationship between dependent and independent variables than how organizational structure acts as moderator and affect their relationship. To achieve the settled goals of this research, banking sector of Southern Punjab is taken as target population of the study. Data collection was done through questionnaire. After this, data were analyzed by using various statistical tools and techniques. In the end findings and results was concluded.

The resultant beta value was 0.714 (sig. level 0.000) when impact of CKM was examined on innovation capability, so it shows that there exists direct and positive relationship between CKM and innovation capability. The result is synchronized with the findings of previous research [3,1,30,31]. This result shows that when banks prefer customer knowledge in their system, creativity and innovation will be welcome in the banks. When banks are able to manage new ideas and information from the customer side, it will enhance their innovation capability.

The impact of CKM on innovation capability with the moderating role of organizational structure was examined and equation $Y=\beta_0+.714X_1+.466X_2+.478X_3$ was attained which shows that $\beta_1>0$ and $(\beta_2>0, \beta_3>0)$. This proves that CKM is significantly and positively related to innovation capability with the moderating role of organizational structure. This confirms second hypothesis of this research.

The consequences of this research will be helpful for the business organizations to attain their target goals by adding customers’ knowledge and ideas into their policies and practices. This will provide applicable guidelines to the banks to implement CKM principles into their system to be more innovative and creative. This research will also prove beneficial for the banks because it provides logical reason of giving value to the stakeholders of the firm like customers and employees. As banks take customers feedback into consideration, it will lead towards less resources wastage and improved business performance.

**Limitations of the Research**

A complete attempt has been exercised to make this research free from errors and biases. Full effort has been made to keep this study convenient, simple and understandable. The basic precautions are kept in consideration to make this research free from those errors which may cause interruption in data analysis and interpretation but in spite of all these carefulness, there were some limitation which causes hurdles in the smooth working of the research which were mentioned below:

- First of all shortage of appropriate time for the research was basic limitation for the study.
- Secondly, less availability of the required resources was a constraint of this research.
- Target population was restricted to the private banks of Southern Punjab, as it was very complex to capture data from whole province or country within available resources and limited time frame.
- Moreover respondents of the understudy organizations were reluctant and hesitant in providing appropriate information regarding banks because of organizational privacy policies.
- Lastly, this study was restricted to only few variables Like CKM, Organizational structure and Innovation capability as more variables like organizational learning can also be added as moderating variable in the study.

**Recommendations**

Calculated and purposeful attempts should be exercised to implement the basic principles of CKM into the policies and practices of the private banks which will be in the best concern of the organizational business. The management of the banks should introduce such mechanism by which feedback from the customers can be captured transparently and conveniently. Banks should also be aware of that organizational structure, policies and practices which will foster management of customers’ ideas, knowledge and experiences. Banks should opt that structure which give value to the customers’ knowledge and merge that knowledge in the vision and mission statements of the organization so that banks may grasp more customer and achieve more business targets like improved operational performance, increased profits and enhanced innovation capability. For further research it is also recommended that the relationship between CKM, organizational structure, innovation capability should be investigated in some other context like mobile industries and insurance companies etc.
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